
Operating remotely from up to 130 feet (40 meters), the VantagePoint LED light is lighting  
the way for a safe work environment. The remote control acts as a control center, operating the light’s full complement of 
features. Vertical and horizontal tilt with infinite rotation creates a pan‑tilt motion for maximum flexibility. VantagePoint’s 
capabilities make it the ultimate lighting when searching for a person in an emergency situation or illuminating a house number 
while driving. Approaching motorists or pedestrians can be warned of potential hazards with the flashing alert. And when 
you’re ready to shut it down, the light will automatically resume its forward facing stow position. With 16 LEDs VantagePoint 
offers up to 6700 lumens, delivering unmatched visibility to the scene. 

VantagePoint is available  
in black or white finish.

Engineered for safety, 
manufactured to last.



70º Tilt

45º Tilt

Continuous Rotational Range

9.3 inches 
236mm

7.9 inches 
200mm

9.6 inches 
244mm

LED Remote Control  
Light Features
	§ 16 High intensity CREE LEDs generate 

~6700 lumens of light
	§ 12V or 24V (4.2A /2.11amps)
	§ 10° Beam angle
	§ Die cast magnesium lamp head
	§ Impact resistant polycarbonate 

bracket and base
	§ Automatic Stow
	§ Flashing Alert

Easy Pan and Tilt Motion
	§ 115° Tilt
	§ 70˚ Up tilt 
	§ 45˚ Down tilt 
	§ 360° Continuous Rotation
	§ Rotates both clockwise and 

counterclockwise

Wireless Remote Control
	§ Operator can remotely adjust  

up/down, left/right, on/off, and  
warning flasher

	§ Controls operate up to 130 feet  
(40 meters) from light

	§ Two remote controls included
	§ Includes surface mountable holster
	§ Uses one 23A battery (12V) (supplied)

Gear boxes are designed for 
heavy‑duty service

Connects to 12 or 24 volt DC 
power source

Two Remote Controls Included

Optics are engineered 
to deliver light where it’s 
needed

Impact resistant 
polycarbonate bracket, base 
and lens 

Weight 7 lbs. (3.2kg)

Die cast magnesium 
lamp head

With an operational lifetime 
expectation of over 50,000 hours, 
LEDs can operate well beyond the 
lifetime of the average apparatus
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